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Abstract 

The Big Chill (1983) has been called a ‘perfect’ ensemble piece (Bilbow 1984). In fact, a computer 

analysis of 500 American screenplays finds that it contains the tightest presence range among 

characters in any multi-protagonist script (Hoyt, Ponto & Roy 2014). Writer-director Lawrence 

Kasdan has stated that it features eight protagonists, and the marketing materials suggested an 

egalitarian film, inviting the audience to ‘spend some time with a few good friends.’ 

However, this paper presents the results of a formalist analysis of the screenplay and film, which 

reveal that one character is favoured strongly over the seven other leads. By utilizing Kristin 

Thompson’s (1999) four-act-structure paradigm, with act breaks based not on story action (as 

popularized in many screenwriting manuals) but on shifts in the protagonist’s goals, the study shows 

that Harold is the ‘hero’ of the movie, even if his screen time is similar to that of the other main 

characters. He is the first of the friends to be shown on screen, and it is developments in his 

situation and goals that mark each transition between acts – from the set-up to the complicating 

action, to the development, and finally to the climax. 

As well as inviting a re-evaluation of The Big Chill as an exemplar of a ‘perfect’ ensemble film, the 

findings raise questions regarding the socio-political subtext of the piece, with its liberal idealism (as 

professed by Kasdan himself) skewed somewhat if its most Reaganite, entrepreneurial character is 

elevated to the role of main protagonist.  

There are wider implications, too, both for practitioners and scholars of screenwriting. The study 

suggests that even the most ‘perfect’ ensemble film requires a central protagonist (at least in a 

classical Hollywood narrative); and it shows that Thompson’s goal-based, four-act paradigm may 

reveal themes within multi-protagonist screenplays that would otherwise remain hidden. 
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